This paper proposes a disk and file system design scheme that achieves effective utilization of disk bandwidth for retrieving MPEG-2 programs in a video-on-demand server. The scheme is based on a general two-level disk array architecture that exploits both parallelism and concurrency offered by fine-grain and coarse-grain disk array structures. This paper also presents a design procedure to figure out the optimal disk system configuration for specific requirements.
Introduction
One of the main challenges in the design of a videoon-demand(VOD) server is to build a storage system with fairly high I/O bandwidth. To achieve this, the designer must design the disk and file system aimed at effectively utilizing I/O bandwidth of storage devices. Effective utilization of storage device bandwidth means that the number of storage devices required to provide sufficient I/O bandwidth is minimized and, therefore, the overall system cost is reduced.
The studies reported in [1, 2] represent the very first efforts to tackle the disk scheduling problem in video storage design. The main deficiency of the early efforts is that utilization of disk bandwidth is extremely ineffective. The disk head needs to sweep across entire disk surface in order to read just one file block of data, or in another term, one retrieval unit of data. Yu, Chen, and Kandlur [3] , then, proposed the Grouped Sweeping Scheme(GSS) to improve disk bandwidth utilization. However, the GSS uses a linear model for disk seek time. According to Ruemmler and Wilkes [4] , a linear model could lead to a wide range of deviation. In video storage system design, this means that disk bandwidth would not be effectively utilized since the designer would need to include a large margin to guarantee real-time constraints.
The disk and file system design scheme proposed in [5] achieves effective utilization of disk bandwidth based on a tight upper bound of the lumped disk seek time for the Scan disk scheduling algorithm [6] . Furthermore, it bases on a general two-level disk array architecture that exploits both parallelism and concurrency offered by fine-grain and coarse-grain disk array structures [7] . Nevertheless, the scheme proposed in [5] assumes that the playback rate for each stream is the same. This assumption is no longer adequate for handling video files stored in the MPEG-2 format [8] . Video files compressed by the MPEG-2 standard can have a wide range of playback bit rates. Fortunately, the MPEG-2 standard also imposes limits on the size of data buffer required for handling bit rate variation. This paper proposes an extended disk and file system design scheme based on [5] to handle video files stored in the MPEG-2 format. The proposed scheme exploits the imposed buffer size limitation to simplify system design.
In the following part of this paper, section 2 describes the general disk array organization and the proposed disk and file system design scheme. Section 3 discusses the retrieval operations. Section 4 elaborates a design optimization procedure and presents a design example. Finally, section 5 concludes the discussion of this paper.
2 Disk system architecture and the data placement scheme Figure 1 depicts the general disk system architecture which the proposed disk and file system design scheme is based on [5] . The entire disk system consists of two levels of disk arrays. In the first level, the low level, disks are grouped to form fine-grain disk arrays, e.g. level-3 disk arrays [7] . The fine-grain disk array is then treated logically as an individual disk in the second level of the hierarchy to form a coarse-grain disk array structure, e.g. a level-4 or level-5 disk array [7] . Because playback operations invoke no writes to the disks, we will purposely omit the parity data when we refer to the disk array structure shown in Figure 1 .
In the disk and file system design scheme proposed here, a file block is the basic retrieval unit. That is, a file block is always retrieved as a whole from the disks. Different video programs may be stored by different file block sizes to meet their respective playback bandwidth. However, the file blocks from a video program are all of the same size and are placed in the system according to the file block placement scheme described here. This practice is appropriate for handling video files stored in the MPEG-2 format. As mentioned earlier, the MPEG-2 standard imposes limitations on the size of data buffer required for handling bit rate variation. Therefore, if a data buffer of sufficient size is incorporated, then a MPEG-2 video file can be retrieved at a constant bit rate without worrying about jitters. Figure 2 shows the general rule to place the file blocks in the disk system. In Figure 2 , each drawn disk can be a single disk or a low-level fine-grain disk array. Since the discussion here is about how file blocks are interleaved in the high-level of the disk array hierarchy, the low-level fine-grain disk array can be treated logically as an individual disk in this regard. Figure 2 (a) shows that each disk is evenly partitioned into several regions. Each region is composed of a number of physically consecutive tracks. Disk partition is not mandatory. If partition is not performed, then file blocks are placed in the disk system just like the normal case of a coarse-grain disk array as shown in Figure 2 are placed in region k of disk j, where M is the number of disks or low-level fine-grain disk arrays in the high-level coarse-grain disk array structure, R is the number of regions into which the disk is partitioned, I is any integer number larger than or equal to 0, j is the index of the disk and runs from 0 to M ? 1, and k is the index of the region and runs from 0 to R ? 1. The idea behind the development of the 2-level disk array architecture is to exploit parallelism offered by finegrain disk arrays and concurrency offered by coarse-grain disk arrays. As will be shown later in the paper, two systems with the same number of disks but different hierarchical organizations will have different characteristics. It is up to the designer's decision to select the design alternative that best fits his/her needs.
The reason behind performing disk partition is to minimize average seek time of disk accesses. The reason to round file block placement at one end of the disk is to optimize disk head movement. As will be shown later, when carrying out data retrieval, the disk head iteratively scans across disk surface in both directions to read file blocks from the video programs that are being played. Therefore, it makes sense to round file block placement at one end of the disk so that the data to be read next are immediately available when the disk head turns around.
As mentioned earlier, the basic retrieval unit is a file block. That is, a file block is always retrieved as a whole from the disks. However, a file block is not the basic storage unit. The basic storage unit is a system-wide metric and can be as small as a disk sector or as large as several disk tracks. A basic storage unit extends over a fine-grain disk array and physically occupies the same area in each of the disks in the fine-grain disk array. As a result, the disk heads in the same fine-grain disk array always move synchronously. Figure 3 exemplifies how disk space is divided into basic storage units. In this example, a basic storage unit consists of four disk tracks, two from each of the disks that form the fine-grain disk array.
A file block comprises one or more basic storage units. Since file blocks from different video programs may be of different sizes, it is not required that a file block must be stored in consecutive area in order to avoid fragmentation of disk space. As a result, the retrieval of a file block may invoke several physical disk accesses. Figure 4 illustrates how file blocks are physically stored in the system. A file block of program A consists of 3 basic storage units and a file block of program B consists of 2 basic storage units.
Data retrieval operations
The discussion in this section will first focuses on data retrieval operations at the file block level. How file blocks of different sizes are handled is addressed after that.
The video storage system performs service by grouping the active streams into a number of groups and making these groups access disks in an interleaved and synchronized manner. Let M denotes the number of low-level fine-grain disk arrays in the disk system. Then, the system groups the active streams into M groups. The size of a group can not expand arbitrarily with the same number of disks. A limit is imposed to guarantee uninterrupted service to each client, i.e. to meet real time requirements. If there are more clients than the system can serve at one time, then the late comers must wait until capacity is released by some terminating streams.
The system divides the streams into M groups according to their starting times so that the M groups of streams access the M low-level disk arrays in an interleaved and rotatory manner. Two streams in the same group were admitted to the system either at the same time or at different times but with overlapped shifts. In the later case, these two streams access file blocks with an index offset equal to a multiple of 2 R M simultaneously, where R is the number of regions into which the disk is partitioned into. On the other hand, two groups of streams never access the same disk at any given time.
The M groups of streams access disks in a synchronized manner. That is, the M groups of streams access the same partition region in different low-level disk arrays at the same time. When the disk head scans across one partition region, the system retrieves one file block for each stream. Once the disk head has made a round trip across the disk surface, these M groups of streams rotate and start a new round of access. In this scheme, a service cycle is defined to be the period during which the disk head scans across one partition region and retrieves one file block for each active stream. The discussion above is regarding data retrieval operations at the file block level. As mentioned earlier, a file block comprises one or more basic storage units and file blocks from different video programs may be of different sizes. Since the basic storage units that belong to a file block are generally not placed in a consecutive area, the retrieval of a file block may invoke several physical disk accesses. For example, in Figure 4 , the retrieval of a file block for both program A and program B invokes five physical disk accesses. During each round of the scan operation, i.e. when the disk head scans across a disk partition region, the wanted basic storage units are retrieved when they are encountered and the data is reorganized before delivered to the display devices.
In the data retrieval scheme proposed here, one unit of I/O bandwidth resource is defined to be the size of a basic storage unit divided by the duration of a service cy- Because the file block size of a video program is always a multiple of the size of a basic storage unit, it is common that the amount of data retrieved for a program during a service cycle exceeds the amount of data to be played during a service cycle. Therefore, a buffer is needed to store the data that has been retrieved from the disk system and is yet to be played. The size of the buffer allocated for playing a program is the larger of the data buffer size required by the MPEG-2 standard and 2RM + 2 times its file block size, where R is the number of partition regions on a disk and M is the number of fine-grain disk arrays in the disk system hierarchy. When the buffer allocated for playing a program becomes full, the data retrieval of the program will be suspended for 2RM service cycles. During this period, the data played is supplied from the buffer. After the period of 2RM service cycles elapses, the M stream groups just complete one rotation through out the M fine-grain disk arrays.
The admission control mechanism works as follows. Upon receiving a playback request, the system checks whether any of the stream groups still has enough unallocated disk bandwidth and the system still has enough unallocated buffer memory to accommodate the request. If both conditions are satisfied, then the request can be admitted. Otherwise, the request must be rejected. An admitted request may not be able to start playing immediately. It may need to wait until the stream group that has enough unallocated disk bandwidth rotates to the low-level fine-grain disk array that contains file block 0. This section elaborates a comprehensive procedure to determine the optimal disk system configuration for meeting a given specification. The primary optimization criterion is the effectiveness of disk bandwidth utilization.
Here, let us use the symbols listed below in the subsequent discussion and assume that a basic storage unit comprises one or more disk tracks. The reason behind the assumption is to eliminate disk rotational latency, which is one of the major overheads of disk accesses. If the disk features on-arrival read-ahead [4] and the basic storage unit always starts and ends at disk track boundary, then disk rotational latency can be completely eliminated. M: denotes the number of lower-level, fine-grain disk arrays or single disk that the high-level, coarse-grain disk array structure contains.
G: denotes the capacity of a fine-grain disk array in units of I/O bandwidth. G is equal to N divided by M. S: denotes the number of bytes in a disk track. U: denotes the number of disk tracks that a basic storage unit contains from each disk. The size of a basic storage unit is equal to U times S times L.
: denotes the ratio of disk bandwidth utilization that the designer wants to achieve. The system design is based on the disk system architecture depicted in Figure 1 . The basic idea behind the system design is to achieve effective utilization of disk bandwidth by minimizing the percentage of time the access overhead, T o defined above, accounts for. In other words, we should make the disk system spend most of time in retrieving data rather than moving disk heads around and waiting for disk rotation.
The design process starts with given , B d , B s , B 0 , and N. The first question that the designer needs to answer is at least how many disks are needed. An approximate answer to this question can be easily obtained by solving the following inequality:
where D is the number of disks required.
The next issue is to figure out how the disks should be configured and organized. This issue concerns (1) how many regions into which the disk is to be partitioned, i.e. R defined above, and (2) how these disks should be grouped to form a disk array structure as depicted in Figure 1 . The design procedure presented in the following proceeds with a pre-determined value of R. The designer may need to go through the design procedure a few times with various values of R in order to determine the optimal configuration that meets the specified system bandwidth requirement, i.e. B s specified above.
With the value of R pre-determined, the designer can derive a formula for computing T o defined above. T o contains two components: (1) the maximum lumped sum of seek time and (2) the overhead due to other system operations such as command issuing, bus initialization, and data transfer. The overhead due to other system operations for making one disk access can be modeled by a fixed worstcase lumped sum and is denoted by T 1 here. The maximum lumped sum of seek time is a function of the number of cylinders in one disk partition and the term G defined above.
According to an article by Ruemmler and Wilkes [4] , the disk seek time can be accurately modeled by (2) where C is a constant defining the boundary of the two formulas above and d is the distance of disk head movement in number of cylinders. Mathematically, it can be proved that the maximum lumped seek time occurs when the G stops during a scan are evenly apart [6] . Accordingly, the designer derives the following formula for computing T o : 4. the total amount of memory required for implementing the data buffer is
In addition to the number of disks and the size of data buffer, another important issue is the maximum start-up latency. In the worst case, a new client needs to wait until a stream group with enough unused bandwidth rotates to the low-level fine-grain disk array that contains file block 0. Therefore, the maximum start-up latency is
The discussion so far is under a given value of R. The designer may repeat the design procedure with various values of R and then select an alternative that best fits his/her demands.
In the following, we will present a design example to illustrate the design process and discusses the effects of different design alternatives. In this example, the requirement is to design a system that can provide 8 Megabytes of data per second. Assume the designer wants to achieve disk bandwidth utilization of more than 80% and one unit of I/O bandwidth 200 Kbytes per second. Accordingly, we have Table 1 gives the specification of the hard disk. The parameters listed in Table 1 (6) where d is the distance of disk head movement in number of cylinders and the unit of time is millisecond. The system overhead, i.e. T 1 addressed above, is modeled by a fixed amount of 2 milliseconds Table 2 summaries the resources required and maximum start-up latency for various design alternatives. Accordingly, the designer can select an alternative that best fits his/her demands. In this design example, the designer will select the alternative with R = 1 since the other six design alternatives not only require larger data buffer but also incur longer start-up latency. Among the three alternatives with R = 1, the one with L = 4 is the choice because this 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a disk and file system design scheme for designing video-on-demand servers that play MPEG-2 programs. The main distinctions of the proposed scheme are:
1. It achieves effective utilization of disk bandwidth based on a tight upper bound of the lumped disk seek time for the Scan disk scheduling algorithm [6] .
